of automobile travel will be as a reminder in the selection of new club sites is anybody's guess. Probably in a few years after V-J Day travel by small planes will become so popular that the resort clubs will get a heavier play and be of higher standards of architecture and maintenance. But, the way golf-wise people are thinking now the course fairly remote from crowded residential districts will be 9 holes rather than 18, and will have attractive, but small and elastic clubhouse facilities.

The boom in metropolitan clubhouse business during the war, caused by domestic help shortage, hasn't fooled the foresighted managers any. They can't see the investment soundness of a big and expensive clubhouse unless the club is in a position to attract and handle a steady load of business of the restaurant or hotel type.

The uncertain house business before the war and the difficulties of help and rationing during the war have painfully impressed on club managers the fact that most private country club clubhouses today are for show rather than for efficient operation. But the complaints and costs come from inability to efficiently operate the showplace.

In very few instances have competent managers been asked to give their judg-

Bob Jones Views Golf's Postwar Prospects

★ AMIDST TALK of a post-war plastic golf ball which might have greater distance than the good old standard ball, Bob Jones opines that a longer-ranged ball will only be like a dog chasing his tail. When interviewed by O. B. Keeler for an article in July Esquire, Jones pointed out that as the ball gets longer, the courses get longer, and that requires more acreage and upkeep and results in layouts uncomfortably and unfairly long for the average golfer and the feminine golfer and the duffer who pay more than 90 per cent of the freight in club golf and public-course golf.

There won't be many fundamental changes in golf equipment after the war, according to Jones. The steel shaft, so accurately standardized as to eliminate the formerly variable factors of whip and torsion, seems to have taken care of everything except what might be termed the refinements of club design. Jones says the average golfer wants to play with the same kind of ball as the expert, although it would pay him to sacrifice a few yards in driving power for greater durability. But nobody wants to level off performance differences by using a shorter ball than the other fellow can get.

The better type of golf course should be a combination that would test the expert reasonably and still not penalize the average golfer, or the short hitter if he is hitting his shots decently, for him, says Jones. No long stretches of rough in front of the tees, or cross-hazards within the range of a modest drive.

What about the post-war international relations in golf—visiting entrants in the big league tournaments, and the Walker Cup and Ryder Cup affairs? Bob Jones thinks the international matches between this country and Great Britain, and the invasions of both amateurs and professionals for play in the championship will be promptly restored after V-J. To Jones there appears to be a likelihood of team matches and visiting competitors in the big tourneys—between the U. S. A. and Mexico, and Brazil and several other South American countries.